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Lexicon Systems, LLC to give Web Seminar on Agile Compliance
Management Systems for Environment, Health & Safety
Houston, TX – Lexicon Systems, LLC announced today that it will conduct a Web Seminar with
ESS of Tempe, AZ on Agile Compliance Management Systems for Environment, Health & Safety.
The educational Webinar will feature Jill Barson Gilbert, QEP, President and Founder of Lexicon
and Joe Appelbaum, Vice President of Product Development for ESS. The Webinar will present
Gilbert’s analysis of what constitutes an agile EH&S software system, based on two paradigms
long accepted in the software industry—the Capability Maturity Model and Agile Systems.
“Lexicon Systems is excited to have the opportunity to participate in this seminar. Seminars like
this help to educate the marketplace, and to increase software standards overall,” said Gilbert.
“In a market where every dollar spent on Information Technology should provide value, it is
important for organizations to know what to look for when considering a commercial EH&S
software solution.”
For further information on the Webinar, visit the ESS website at www.ess-home.com.
For additional information on Lexicon Systems, LLC, please visit our website at www.LexiconSystems.com, e-mail us at Info@Lexicon-Systems.com or call us at +1 281.280.8106.

About Lexicon Systems
Lexicon Systems, LLC is an independent consulting firm that helps clients to bridge the gap
between business issues and information technology. The firm advises senior management in
industry, investment firms and software companies. With headquarters in the heart of the
Chemical, Petrochemical, Oil & Gas, Energy and Semiconductor industries, Lexicon’s is
experienced in these and a variety of other industries such as Pulp & Paper, Heavy
Manufacturing, Pharmaceutical, Utilities and Light Manufacturing. The firm has completed
assignments for and held positions with many top global and U.S. firms. Lexicon also has a solid
foundation in software development and implementation. Its founder was director of product
management for the world’s largest database company and today is a thought leader in EH&S
management information systems.
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